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The joy & value of citizen sciencing 

Welcome to our second edition of the BDI Bridge. We have articles covering an atlasing
adventure in Nigeria, and observations linked to the incredibly welcome rains South Africa’s dry
regions experienced during 2021 and the beginning of 2022. 

As I am typing this article, I am being continuously distracted by the bird activity in my garden – I
have my camera at hand and keep popping outside to add another contribution to BirdPix. We are
lucky to live on the Zandvlei Estuary, so interesting birds occur in our backyard.A Little Grebe just
paddled by – they do not visit this end very often, so my heart is happy. Why I am telling you this?
Well, I was reminded about the joy nature provides in a recent visit to our farm, as well as one of
the goals of BirdPix and other Virtual Museums as described by Karis Daniel in her article in the
First Issue our BDI Bridge (February 2022), namely “to infect people with a good virus – the
biodiversity virus”. Friends of ours, one of whom has developed an interest in birding relatively
recently, and her husband joined us for a break from the city. They are keen mountain bikers and
spent quite a few hours exploring our farm and surrounds on their wheels. Gill came back after
one such ride, so excited about not only birds, but spoor and interesting plants they had seen.
They did not have a rucksack with them, so could not take binoculars.  We found a rucksack
lurking in a cupboard, and on their next exercise foray they were able to get fit and identify more
birds! 
We had to head back to the city, but our visitors stayed on for a few more nights, and every
evening I got an update about the activities of a Spotted Eagle Owl that had taken up residence in
front of the farmhouse. He hunted in front of them at night, during the day, the bird was harassed
by one of the resident Southern Pale Chanting Goshawks, the Scrub Hares came out to forage at
night and added to the entertainment – fascinating interactions, fun and I am thrilled that they got
to experience this.

EDITORIAL BY SUSAN GIE
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The excitement and loads of questions that ensued from chats around the fire reminded me,
again, of how simple interactions with nature can connect/reconnect people with biodiversity. 
 These interactions develop a better understanding of how important the natural world is, and
hopefully even encourage a small shift in people’s attitude and behaviour towards the natural
world - a cumulative win for biodiversity over time.

The image used in our newsletter header in this edition was taken in Hong Kong Wetland Park –
one of the objectives of the park is to connect people to the wonders and importance of
wetlands.  The BDI Bridge newsletter is about this and more – connecting communities, farmers,
scientists and citizen scientists through discovering nature in rural, peri-urban and urban
environments. So landowners and community members, please continue to encourage or allow
citizen scientists and people to visit your spaces and help build respect and care of the natural
world through enjoyment and the sharing of knowledge. 

Happy PHunting, BioBashing and Atlasing everyone. We are looking forward to hearing about
your adventures, experiences and connections in our next newsletter. Send your articles to Susan
Gie at bdi.bridge@thebdi.org. Thank you.

P.S. 18 bird species logged from my garden while typing this article !
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DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE TO
MAPPING AFRICA'S BIODIVERSITY BY UPLOADING
PHOTOS OF MAMMALS, LACEWINGS, AMPHIBIANS,
ODONATA, FUNGI, TREES, DUNG BEETLES,
FRESHWATER FISH, MOTHS & BUTTERFLIES, ORCHIDS,
SCORPIONS, SPIDERS, REPTILES AND BIRDS TO THE
APPROPRIATE VIRTUAL MUSEUMS -
HTTPS://VMUS.ADU.ORG.ZA/



"I'm going to have fun even though it is
challenging… I will just go anyway" – I said
to my friends about the Arewa Atlas
Expedition to Gombe I was about to embark
on. The Arewa Atlas Team – AAT is a
regional atlas team under the Nigerian Bird
Atlas Project (NiBAP) dedicated to mapping
the abundance and distribution of birds in
the northern parts of the country, covering
19 out of the 36 states in Nigeria. Prior to
this journey, I heard lot of talk on how
'formidable' the atlas exercise can be, 
 

WRITTEN BY SUNDAY ENE meaning it is required that I would walk for
many kilometers, try a little rock climbing and
even do some bike riding, all keenly searching
for birds. That sounds super cool, right?
Especially as nobody mentioned that you
would have to swim across rivers, should you
meet a water barrier! 

On 23 March 2022, it was time to travel, and I
do not have enough words to describe how
nervous and anxious I felt about the atlas
exercise, the journey, the destination, as well
as meeting my fellow atlasers. Another small
concern, as I am slim, I didn’t want to lose
more weight with all the atlasing exercise! 

BIRDING OR A TASTE OF THE JUNGLE?
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Photo: Karis Daniel 

MY FIRST EXPERIENCE TO ATLAS 
WITH THE AREWA ATLAS TEAM



On arriving at the park, I met some of the
atlasers and I felt immediately relieved and
happy. Meet Joseph, Doofan, Jalo and
Ibrahim. These guys are cool, gentle, and
lovely – I hope they remain so, because so
quickly I got hooked by the bond of interest
and atlas companionship. To put it briefly, we
started to have fun and the journey all the way
to Gombe was awesome. 
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A total of 24 atlasers signed up for the AAT outing.
Our team comprising seven atlasers, namely
Ibrahim, Jalo, Innocent, Isuwa, Joseph, Doofan and
myself were expected to atlas in Kaltungo. On the
first day of the atlas exercise, Jalo was assigned to
atlas with me. He is such a good birder, and I
believe I could not get a better companion than he
was. We had a wonderful atlas exercise – hitch
free, outbirding all the teams...lol. 

We covered four pentads, a 9 km x 9 km grid cell,
hmm! You know what, I felt like I could have
covered more pentads because I was in an
exuberant spirit. I enjoyed every bit of the day,
especially the long rides on bikes. The areas
around Kaltungo are mostly rocky and hilly: I
admired the geography, the people, and the
critters. I saw lots of birds including very colourful
ones and I can still hear the tune of their lovely
calls in my ears. What sight could be greater than
looking at a beautifully coloured Abyssinian Roller,
or a Malachite kingfisher and Lilac Breasted Roller?
Part of the fun and satisfaction for me is also
having the records of these bird species on my
BirdLasser app. 

A Google Maps snap shot of
Nigeria, showing Gombe,
and the area of Kaltungo
(red marker), where the
atlasing took place

Bronze Manikins at Bangunji,
Gombe State.

Image by Ibrahim Danazumi
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The AAT atlas expedition, which concluded
on the 28 March 2022 has opened a
wonderful door for me - a new world of birds
and nature. It is a happy memory, and an
appreciation of what nature can offer as well
as what we ought to give nature in return
through preservation and ethical use has
been imprinted on me. As I share this little
story with you, I am missing being in the field
with my fellow atlasers. I sincerely appreciate
the NiBAP for funding my atlas trip and
thanks to all atlasers for sharing their bird
knowledge and experiences with me.
 
Some of the amazing bird species I spotted
were White-crested Helmet-Shrike, Yellow-
billed Oxpecker, Black-headed Heron, and
African Silverbill among many other
interesting species. I also heard calls of
Mourning Collared Dove, which sounds
weird...lol and several finch species,
particularly Red-billed Firefinch and Red-
cheeked Cordon-bleu. It is a great privilege
to join the AAT and indeed NiBAP. 
I thank Abubakar S. Ringim for editing this
story.

I continued to enjoy the fun of the atlas exercise,
and the next day I was assigned to a different
atlaser to help me gain diverse experiences. One
of the main reasons, I was assigned to him was to
help eliminate the 'language barrier' as we were
going to move through many Hausa local
communities during the atlas exercise. It was
interesting to learn that bird atlas is not just about
birds, but also about the people that are found
within the immediate bird environment. It is so sad
that the prevailing security issue in Nigeria makes
it very necessary to have a team of atlasers that
can communicate with the locals in their native
language. Atlasing in some local communities
could either be challenging or without hindrance,
but that's a story for another day, perhaps by
someone else. 

At some point the atlasing was not that much fun
anymore…lol, I had a second thoughts about
attending the next atlas expedition simply because
I had to deal with getting so hungry and thirsty.
The challenging part was not about hunger but
having unfamiliar or weird food before you as the
only option. While the food and water were not
necessarily as sanitary as I would have liked, I had
to appreciate the generosity of a farmer that
offered us some water that he dug from the
ground…wow…this is truly exposure to the life of
being in the field observing birds! 

Bearded Barbet 
at Layiro Popandi

Image by Ibrahim Danazumi
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WRITTEN BY 
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LOCUSTS : 
CURSE OF THE KAROO OR RICH BOUNTY?

 

Locusts have been around since time
immemorial, multiplying in their billions before
laying ruin to vast tracts of farmlands and
pastures. They brought plague and suffering to
the pharaohs and people of Egypt and other
states during ancient times. Still today they
bring devastation and famine to some of the
world's poorest and most vulnerable regions.
Costing governments billions, at a time when
the world’s aid resources are stretched thin by
global issues and conflict. 

As a Karoo resident, professional guide and
citizen scientist, I keep an active eye on the
natural surroundings. I am always surprised by
how dynamic the Karoo can be. During the last
few years of the drought signs of life were not
immediately obvious. The veld, nearly devoid
of greenery was barren and dusty. Without
rain, and with food in short supply, fauna and
flora had to employ essential adaptations to
survive. 
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Photo above: Locustana pardalina - Adult

Much of South Africa recorded near-
unprecedented rainfall during the past
summer. The Karoo was not spared and the
lingering drought of the last decade was finally
vanquished for good. The rains encouraged
plant growth and conditions in turn became
ideal for locusts to erupt. 

Many South Africans might be aware of the
immense swarms of locusts that ravaged parts
of the country earlier this year. Travellers,
perhaps heading to the coast via the Karoo are
likely to have witnessed this event first-hand.
Immense swarms would have been seen - 
 from a distance, resembling sand storms or
dense columns of smoke, many kilometres
across. Thousands of motorists would have
experienced driving through these swarms, as
they are impossible to avoid. Car and truck
windscreens were splattered in fatty, orange-
coloured entrails as the insects unwittingly
collided with the oncoming traffic.

The locust’s unwavering appetite for
destruction saw farmers’ heads drop as they
watched their hard work and toil, simply
devoured before their eyes. 

Photo above: Locustana pardalina - Nymph
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Are locusts
grasshoppers and
why do they swarm? 

Technically speaking, a locust and a
grasshopper are exactly the same things.
However, they lead significantly different
lifestyles. To best understand this one must
first examine the bigger picture…

Grasshoppers and locusts belong to the animal
Order Orthoptera, a group that also includes
crickets and Katydids. There are more than 20
000 species within the order and at least 800
known species are recorded from South Africa.

These insects are characterised by their bulky
yet elongate bodies, broad heads with large
compound eyes and well-developed hindlimbs,
usually modified for jumping. The adults of
most, but not all, have two pairs of wings with
the first pair modified into protective coverings
for the hind wings which are used for flight. 
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Away from the human aspect of it all, locusts play a supreme role in the cycle of life in the
Karoo veld. Prodigious swarm events happen only irregularly. Outbreaks can ensue every two
or three years during wetter decades and be as far apart as 8 to 12 years during dry periods.
Locusts became an integral part of the daily conversation out here and it was then that I
realised how misunderstood the role of the locust really is.

Swarming locusts are members of the family
Acrididae, an imposing group of some 10 000
species. Locusts are apportioned across the
World’s continents, with the exception of
Antarctica. The most impactful swarming
activity happens within the sub-tropics. It is
here that the contrast between wet and dry
seasons is most pronounced.

South Africa is inhabited by a few species of
locusts capable of swarming to proportions of
economic significance. 

The most important is the Karoo Brown Locust
(Locustana pardalina), often referred to simply
as the Brown locust. This species originates in
the arid central Karoo but during plague years
swarms may range across most of the inland
parts of the region. 

The Karoo Brown Locust (Locustana
pardalina), like other swarming Orthopterans,
is capable of existing in two physical states or
phases depending on the environmental
conditions prevalent at the time.
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These are the non-swarming ‘Grasshopper’
form and the swarming ‘Locust’ phase. During
most years Locustana pardalina is found only in
the solitary grasshopper phase where they exist
as ordinary grasshoppers, seen randomly just
doing what grasshoppers do.

However, once a decade or so, when
environmental conditions are just right a few
strange events start to happen… 

Firstly, the ideal conditions for the swarms to
develop are a protracted dry period i.e.,
drought, followed by heavy, soaking rains and
an above-average rainy season.

Grasshoppers lay their eggs in the soil. The
eggs of L. pardalina can survive in the substrate
for a few years awaiting the right conditions to
develop. The eggs hatch when the soil around
them is moist enough. During optimal
conditions, more eggs may survive and hatch
than usual. 

As the orange and black grasshopper nymphs
emerge from the eggs and begin to move about,
they sense the others around them and they
undergo a fascinating, synchronised
transformation. They grow rapidly and their
whole physiology begins to change. Their
behaviour shifts from a solitary leaning to a
social, gregarious intent. They now become
drawn to one another. 

Their colouration changes too. Non-swarming
adults are greenish to brown with darker
markings on the wings and upper thorax. The
mature adults of the swarming form are yellow
with darker brown markings. Additionally,
swarming adults attain a larger size (41
-51mm) than the solitary form (26 – 36mm). 

So, in summary, a locust is the gregarious,
swarming phase or state that a grasshopper
enters under specific environmental conditions.
This ability to change their behaviour,
morphology and physiology in response to
environmental conditions is apparently called
phenotypic plasticity
.
Should ideal conditions persist the locusts will
begin to move in unison across the vast
landscapes of the Karoo, gaining numbers and
momentum as they go. They are now able to
swarm in two distinct forms: the flightless
nymphs, and the winged adults. Normally the
flying adults will swarm away from the
flightless nymphs in order to reduce
competition for food. However, where food is
abundant mixed swarms of adults and nymphs
can and do co-occur. The winged adults are
strong flyers and can traverse entire countries
in a matter of days. 

Abdim's Storks
ventured deep into
the Karoo to
capitalise on the
locusts.
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Abdim's Storks returning to their roost after a
day spent gorging on locusts.



Rainfall is the key...

The key to how damaging the locusts will be to
natural veld lies in the rainfall. Consistent rain
throughout the summer means the veld can
start to recuperate almost immediately. If late
summer rains do not arrive the veld could
struggle and recovery from the locusts will take
much longer. 

Two other swarming species are present in
South Africa, and they bear mentioning. They
are the Southern African Desert Locust
(Schistocerca gregaria flaviventris), the local
subspecies of the Desert Locust found in North
and East Africa as well as the Middle East and
South-East Asia. It rarely forms swarms of
significance in Southern Africa and the last
time was in 2005. 
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The negative impacts of locust swarms have been well established but are there any
positives? Well, the simple answer would be yes, but that does no justice to the maligned
locust. 
While this side of the locust story has seemingly not been well studied, on the ground, their
positive influence is obvious, immense and far-reaching.

The general consensus among people seems to
be that locusts will eat any plant that grows.
Fortunately, this is not quite true! 
L. pardalina feeds primarily on plants in the grass
family (Poaceae), including grain crops like
maize, wheat, barley, sorghum and so on. Most
of the veld grasses in the Karoo are annuals that
grow for one season before dying off. They
regenerate again from seeds. These grasses are
only really palatable to livestock and game during
their early growth phase. Once the plant starts to
mature and produce seed the grazing value of
the grass drops away significantly. The locusts
prefer to eat this grass over anything else. In the
absence of grasses, they will attack other plant
groups and certain types of vegetables. They
tend to largely ignore aromatic plants and most
succulents. 

S O U T H E R N  A F R I C A N
D E S E R T  L O C U S T

WHAT DO LOCUSTS EAT ?

CAN LOCUSTS BE BENEFICIAL ?
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"...their positive
influence is
obvious, immense
and far-reaching"

     New energy in the food chain: The
locusts often arrive at a time when food has
been hard to come by. This sudden
overabundance of rich food provides a vital
injection of energy into the food chain and
kicks off a boom period for biodiversity.
     Pruning encourages plant growth: the
locusts’ voracious feeding activity effectively
prunes and clips the vegetation. This
stimulates more vigorous plant growth. The
Karoo bushes do the bulk of their growing in
the cooler period from late summer, through
autumn and into the first weeks of winter,
before the serious frosts take place. The timing
of it all is likely no accident. The locusts feed
just before the peak growth period of the
bushes. 
     Valuable fertiliser: the excrement of
locusts is known as frass. The frass from
countless millions of locusts can lie thick on
the ground and is a valuable fertiliser for the
nutrient-starved vegetation. The locusts
themselves don’t live very long and their
bodies soon pile up alongside the frass, further
adding to the nutrient cycle.
     Super Food: the locusts are extremely
nutritious and are rich in protein, fatty acids
and minerals. One could visibly see that an
animal’s condition had improved during the
swarming season. Fat bellies and silky fur
were the order of the day. Animals in a good
condition can survive nature’s hardships more
easily and can better provide for and protect
their families and young. 

     Enhanced breeding success: an
abundance of food allows animals to breed
more successfully. This means less time and
energy needs to be spent foraging and more
effort can be put into protecting the young,
further enhancing breeding success.
     Multiple broods: many species took the
rare opportunity to breed on multiple occasions
during the season. This greatly aids population
recovery in many species.
     Unusual visitors: the promise of rich
pickings attracted some interesting visitors to
the Karoo this year. This was again most
visible in birds. Some of the more interesting
visitors were Abdim’s Storks and Black Kites.
Both are species that do not normally
penetrate this far into the heart of the Karoo.
The storks remained quite localised and held
to particular areas throughout. There were two
flocks that I knew about in the Carnarvon
district and I estimated both to number
between 800 and 1000 birds. The Black Kites
were wider-ranging and were usually observed
in groups ranging from 3 to 300 birds. 
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Hundreds of Black Kites could
be seen trailing the locust
swarms.

A  G A R D E N  O R B - W E B  S P I D E R  
 T E N D I N G  T O  H E R  L A R D E R

O F  L O C U S T S .



Locusts are a choice food item for many bird species.  These
Wattled Starlings are returning to their nests with beak-fulls of
locusts.

…The Karoo is harsh and challenging yet at
the same time, enormously generous. If ever
there is a place that perfectly demonstrates the
phrase ‘feast or famine’ it’s right here in the
Karoo! 

Something we can be sure of is that locusts
were here in the past and they are certain to
be a fixture in the future. Hopefully, by
understanding these creatures more we as
humans can learn to better co-exist with and
appreciate our natural surroundings.

TO CONCLUDE...
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A Pink-billed Lark feeding a locust nymph
to its fledgling

All images in this article are those of the
author, Ryan Tippett.


